1. SOUTH BUILDING ADDITIONS AND RENOVATIONS
2. ENHANCED CIRCULATION AND CAMPUS ACCESS WITH NEW 4-WAY INTERSECTION
3. ACCESSIBLE AND VISITOR PARKING AREA WITH SEPARATE DROP OFF LANE
4. CAREER AND TECHNICAL CENTER (CTC) OUTDOOR “YARD” AREA
5. BUS QUEUING SPACES FOR ORGANIZED STUDENT PICK UP AND DROP OFF ADDITIONAL “EVENT” PARKING DURING NON SCHOOL HOURS
6. PRIMARY PARKING AREA ON SOUTH CAMPUS
7. IMPROVED ACCESS TO TRACK FACILITIES
8. SERVICE AREA AND PARKING
9. ENHANCED PEDESTRIAN CIRCULATION, INCLUDING FENCING ON BOTH SIDES OF WESTERLY PARKWAY
10. NORTH BUILDING RENOVATION AND DELTA ADDITION
11. BUS DROP OFF LANE FOR EVENTS AND ADDITIONAL ACCESSIBLE PARKING SPACES
12. PRIMARY PARKING AREA ON NORTH CAMPUS- INCLUDING PROVISIONS FOR BAND PRACTICE AND DRIVER’S EDUCATIONAL CIRCUIT
13. STORM WATER MANAGEMENT AREA
14. NATURAL GRASS ATHLETIC FIELD (225’X360’ NOMINAL SIZE)
15. CAMPUS ACCESS TO LOGAN AVENUE
KEY
1. SOUTH BUILDING ADDITIONS AND RENOVATIONS
2. ENHANCED CIRCULATION AND CAMPUS ACCESS WITH NEW 4-WAY INTERSECTION
3. BUS QUEUING SPACES FOR ORGANIZED STUDENT PICK UP AND DROP OFF ADDITIONAL ACCESSIBLE PARKING SPACES
4. NATURAL GRASS ATHLETIC FIELD (225'X360' NOMINAL SIZE)
5. STORM WATER MANAGEMENT AREA
6. CAMPUS ACCESS TO LOGAN AVENUE
7. SERVICE AREA
8. PRIMARY PARKING AREA ON NORTH CAMPUS - INCLUDING PROVISIONS FOR BAND PRACTICE AND DRIVER'S EDUCATIONAL CIRCUIT.